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The next school board meeting will be January 23rd at 7:00pm in the conference room. 

Wildcat country is alive and well ! !!    
The Wildcats are working hard in the classrooms and the courts.  The basketball teams just completed 
the holiday tournament in Lamar and will get some rest before a full schedule in January.  Please see 
the calendar or website for game times and locations.  Both teams are ranked in the top ten and are 
planning on another possible state run.  The classrooms have been busy with finals  for college classes 
and ending 2017 on a positive note.   Speaking of positive notes, the Christmas concert was awesome!!  
The students did a great job singing and playing during the hour long concert.   

 

 WINTER MAPS PERCENTILES AND GROWTH   

Grade/Subject Percentile Growth Grade/Subject Percentile Growth 

1 79.50 8.17 7 68.06 5.06 

Mathematics 76.67 7.67 Language Usage 62.89 7.22 

Reading 82.33 8.67 Mathematics 63.56 3.67 

2 76.50 -2.58 Reading 64.00 6.33 

Mathematics 75.00 -2.50 Science 81.78 3.00 

Reading 78.00 -2.67 8 62.42 -0.46 

3 47.75 10.38 Language Usage 58.50 1.50 

Language Usage 52.25 12.38 Mathematics 60.50 -3.67 

Mathematics 44.00 8.75 Reading 62.33 8.33 

Reading 47.00 10.00 Science 68.33 -8.00 

4 53.43 -5.62 9 76.11 4.61 

Language Usage 57.57 -3.71 Language Usage 80.89 3.78 

Mathematics 49.29 -8.86 Mathematics 69.67 15.78 

Reading 53.43 -4.29 Reading 73.00 0.44 

5 75.88 1.67 Science 80.89 -1.56 

Language Usage 75.17 8.83 10 66.65 3.38 

Mathematics 71.17 -3.33 Language Usage 60.60 1.00 

Reading 76.67 3.00 Mathematics 69.30 5.90 

Science  80.50 -1.83 Reading 66.50 7.40 

6 66.96 2.73 Science 70.20 -0.80 

Language Usage 63.92 2.00 K 33.89 -0.44 

Mathematics 63.00 1.42 Mathematics 29.33 -3.67 

Reading 65.25 7.67 Reading 38.44 2.78 

Science 75.67 -0.17 Grand Total 64.57 2.71 

WINTER MAPS-  
We just concluded winter maps testing and 
the results are back.   
 
The numbers to the left represent the percen-
tile ranks and growth done by our students.  
These are cumulative scores for the entire 
grade. 
 
The Percentile number ranks our students 
against other in the country, for example, the 
76.67 by 1st graders in Math means we score 
higher than 76.66 percent of the country in 
1st grade math. 
 
The Growth number represents how many 
spots we moved up or down compared to the 
rest of the country for that specific test.  

I’ve been asked to communicate items 
that are in need around the district.  I 
will plan on highlighting a few items 
each month in the newsletter.  This 
month: Electrical and Plumbing in the 
Kindergarten-Second grade rooms.  The 
control panel had consistent company 
from the K-2 teachers this fall.  Anytime 
we tried to run fans along with our 
smartboards (great technology for our 
kids to see and be interactive) the circuit 
would break and we would have to un-
plug something to make it work.  The 
school was not built with technology in 
mind.  The amount of computers, smart-
boards, fans and other electronics were-
n’t even thought of when the school was 
built.  The bathrooms between the Kin-
dergarten and First grade room.  These 
toilets and sinks have been replaced sev-
eral times and the walls have several 
holes in them from past quick fixes.  The 
concrete floors and cinderblock walls are 
not conducive to “pretty fixes” and the 
drainage is starting to collapse in places 
from old age.  I will provide tours of the 
building for anyone who wants to get a 
better view of what we are talking about.  
Robert 

Superintendent’s thoughts:  Every year  around this time, I get the mission of looking at 
classroom grades, test scores, MAPS testing, and teacher recommendations.  Most of the 
scores for our district just make me smile, however, sometimes there are tough choices that 
have to be made.  Do we start talking about retention for students who need the extra time or 
help???  One of my main functions is to make sure students are growing and that we put 
them in a setting that will allow them to grow to their maximum potential.  Why is this im-
portant?       Children who do not become proficient readers by fourth grade are on a tra-
jectory for a wide array of negative consequences in school and in later life. According to 
the National Research Council (1998), “academic success, as defined by high school gradu-
ation, can be predicted with reasonable accuracy based on third grade reading skills.” Re-
searchers at Yale University recently concluded that three-quarters of the students who are 
poor readers in third grade remain poor readers in high school and are far more likely to 
drop out than their peers (Shaywitz et al., 1997).  Why am I giving this so much thought?  
Colorado Revised State Statute 22-7-1207 states that beginning in the 2016-2017 school 
year, if a student is completing third grade or below and the school personnel or parent de-
cides he/she will advance even though the student has a significant reading deficiency, the 
decision is subject to the approval of the superintendent (or designee). If the superintendent 
(or designee) does not approve the advancement decision, the student will not advance.  Su-
perintendents have the ability to decide whether or not a student should advance at any grade 
level regardless of the reason.   So what is the district looking into to help?  The district is 
strongly looking into a summer school program targeting those students who need it the 
most.  This program will be used to not only fight the “summer slide” but for students to gain 
confidence and push themselves through some challenging subjects. 


